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1983 AIR FORCE BIRD STRIKES

BY
CAPTAIN ROBERT C. KULL, JR.
HQ AIR FORCE ENGINEERING AND
SERVICES CENTER
TYNDALL AFB FLORIDA 32403
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ABSTRACT
'/Since 1975, the Air Force Bird/Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH) Team,
located at Tyndall AFB FL, has been responsible for maintaining all Air Force
bird/aircraft strike data.
Information for 1983 has been compiled and trends
determined in order to better define the extent of the bird/aircraft strike
hazard potential.
During the 1983 reporting period, there were over 2300
reported bird strikes costing more than $4 million.
In addition, one major
and several minor personnel injuries resulted from windshield/canopy penetra¬
tions by birds.
This presentation identifies trends in the Air Forces* bird
strike occurrences and emphasizes the continual need for reporting all bird
strikes. V

INTRODUCTION
Since 1975, the Bird/Aircraft Strike Hazard (BASH) Team, located at
Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida, has been responsible for maintaining all
Air Force bird/aircraft strike data.
The data base contains information as
far back as the early 1960's; unfortunately, that data is fairly sketchy.
One of the reasons for the lack of detailed information was the change of
reporting criteria over the years.
Only within the last few years have all
Air Force bird strikes been reported.
As aircrew members no doubt know,
pilots coming home after a long flight, perhaps to include a low-level
flying mission, have a hard time finding the energy to fill out one more
report on a bird strike that did little or no damage to their aircraft. The
crew chief of the aircraft wipes off the evidence and everyone presses on
with the mission.
However, this is not always the case, in that many air¬
crews realize the importance of reporting all bird strikes and do so
according to the regulation.
The BASH Team has suggested many ideas to increase BASH awareness of all
personnel involved with the bird strike problem.
Air Force Regulation
127-15 requires that all bird strikes—those that cause $1,000 or more in
damage, as well as those that don't—be included in the overall statistics
to properly define the problem.
Only when all bird strikes are reported and
analyzed can we view the true nature of the hazards birds cause to our air¬
craft.
From 1980-1982 the BASH Team recorded over 3900 bird strikes to Air
Force aircraft.
In 1983 over 2,300 strikes were reported.
Either the Air
Force is hitting more birds each year, more organizations are reporting bird
strikes, or both.
Me believe that because of the increased emphasis on the
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importance of reporting strikes, more bird strikes are being reported.
Likewise, with increased low-level flying, we do expose our aircraft to
environments in which more birds are found.
Thus, we could also be seeing
an actual increase in the bird strixe rate.
Unfortunately, at this time,
critical information is not available in order to perform a proper quantita¬
tive analysis.
BIRD STRIKES BÏ IMPACT POINT

TABLE 1
Percent of Bird Strikes by Impact Point
Impact Point

Percent

Engine/Engine Cowling
Windshield/Canopy
Wings
Radome/Nose
Fuselage
External tanks/pods/gear
Multiple hits
Other

22.3
20.6
19-3
15-1
8-9
6.7
5-2
1-9

Table 1 shows all areas of the aircraft are potentially vulnerable to
birds.
Of course, where a bird strikes the plane is a matter of chance
unless the pilct is able to see the bird and maneuver the aircraft in such a
way that the bird perhaps strikes the underside of the wing or radome.
Normally, engine and windshield strikes pose the greatest damage and are the
greatest threat for a crash or fatality.
In reality, five percent of the
windshield/canopy strikes resulted in birds penetrating the canopy, but only
a few cases occurred where minor injuries resulted.
Fortunately, in 1983,
the Air Force did not lose any aircraft or aircrew due to bird strikes; how¬
ever, total cost in damage was on the order of $4 million.
TIME OF BIRD STRIKE OCCURRENCE
Most bird strikes occurred during the day (67%), but a large number
occurred at night (18%).
Only 5% of the bird strikes occurred during the
twilight hours.
Since most of our flying is during the daylight hours,
these statistics are not surprising,
unfortunately, we do not calculate a
bird strike rate for day and night flying since it 's difficult, time con¬
suming, and expensive to obtain exact flight times p^
hour of the day. We
do know, however, that birds are most active in early morning and late
afternoon hours and that many bases we visit restrict flying during these
times.
Some bases restrict takeoffs and landings for an hour or more during
dawn and dusk to reduce the chance of a bird strike.
Bird strikes occurred during all months of the year; however there were
times of increased strikes.
This increase coincides with the times of
migration for birds.
As seen in Figure 1, the number of bird strikes peak
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in the spring when birds are migrating north to breed; however, we observe a
much higher peak in the fall when adult birds and their offspring are making
the journey south for the winter.
Since most birds begin their migratory
flights shortly after dusk, the number of night strikes greatly increase
while the number of day strikes only moderately increase.
By understanding the reasons why bird strikes increase during certain
times of the day and year, we can assist aircrews in avoiding these higher
risk times.
We ensure that our bird strike awareness programs leceive
emphasis before the fall and spring migration periods by sending out mes¬
sages that give pilots a "heads up."
When bird activity increases in the
early morning, the director of operations, at a base experiencing bird
strikes, may delay takeoffs which could prove to be very prudent.
WHERE BIRD STRIKES OCCUR
Figure 2 shows almost half of the bird strikes occurred within the
traffic pattern of our bases (e.g., takeoff, landing, approach).
Obviously,
by reducing the number of birds attracted to an airfield, we can effectively
reduce the risk of bird strikes.
Therefore, airfield environments receive
the greatest emphasis in attempting to reduce the occurrence of strikes.
Also, by increasing traffic pattern altitudes, we can reduce the chance of a
bird strike in the majority of the environments flown.
The second most vulnerable phase of flight, with respect to hitting
birds, is during low-level operations.
High speed. (350-500 knots) lowlevel (1000-500 feet above ground level (AGO) routes traverse the country
in rural, sparcely populated areas, many of which are near wildlife refuges
and reserves.
Almost 25% of all strikes occurred in this flying environ¬
ment.
Since windshield/canopy penetrations by birds are more likely to
occur while flying at these speeds, especially for our fighter aircraft, the
risk of aircraft/aircrew loss is greater during low-level operations.
As
seen in Figure 3, most bird strikes occurred at or below 500 feet AGL.
Should a bird penetrate the canopy, pilo:s have little time to react due to
sudden loss of vision, possible I'.ck of aircraft control and loss of engine
thrust or some other severe circumstanr.e at these low altitudes and high
airspeeds.
We recommend pilo'.; Increase low-level flight altitudes and
reduce airspeeds when operationally feasible.
TYPES OF BIRDS ENCOUNTERED
The BASH Team has an ongoing program to identify bird remains as a
result of bird strikes.
Air Force Safety Officers send feathers and other
nonfleshy remains to the BASH Team i^r identification.
Of the 2300 strikes,
approximately 26% are placed in a "bird-type" category (e.g., shorebirds,
gulls).
Without remains, another 22% are placed in a "small, medium, or
large bird" category, depending on pilot observations.
The remaining 52%
are unknown as far as the type or size of bird impacting the aircraft.

TABLE 2
Types of Biros Involved in Bird/Aircraft Strikes
1983
Bird Type
Number of Strikes
Starlings
Shorebirds
Blackbirds
Horned Larks
Meadow Larks
Doves
Pigeons
Gulls
Egrets and Herons
Vultures
Hawks, Falcons and Eagles
Ducks
Geese

39

^
22
27
29
19
^2
21
46
126
^2
10

Unidentified Birds
Small Birds
Medium Birds
Large Birds

406
38
50
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CONCLUSION
By continuing to collect and maintain bird strike data
the air
has been able to channel Its efforts toward reducing tSi risk of
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occur, we can more effectively minimize the hazards caused bv birds
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